
You can see Power BI is quite ahead of Tableau and has over 2x more jobs and over 8x jobs than Qlikview. If we combine all jobs from all three tools to assess market share between

these three tools that gives us :

Power BI 63%

Tableau 29%

Qlikview 8%

Job demand growth and outlook

Let's discuss on Job demand, Power BI is a new tool, and you can see below that demand started to grow from end of 2015 and growth is significant, and the job outlook is looking

good for PowerBI, and it is likely to steadily grow in the next 5 years or more until it reaches it's peak. Let's compare with it to Tableau. You can see Tableau demand started to increase in

2012 so it had about 3 years advantage over Power BI and growth is quite significant, not as much as Power BI % wise, and you can see it drops in recent months.

Suspect Tableau has reached it's peak, which was heavily limited by Power BI competition and it's unlikely to grow any more as businesses preferences are now on Power BI, which

is something I will discuss in a minute in more details. QlikView was one of the first tools available on the market and you can see job demand started to grow in 2009, 6 years ahead of

Power BI, though increase as much as very noticeable in the first years, it was decreasing since 2016 when both Tableau and Power BI became main competitors.

Why you should learn Power BI

Let's discuss on three top tool for data visualization : Power BI, Tableau & Qlikview. Here is table with ranking and job demand for Power BI, Tableau and Qlikview.

Why you should Learn Power BI

https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg


You can see Power BI ranking in 2017 was just

above 400 and that is about 400 jobs, so you can see

growth of Power BI in ranking is significant and jobs is

over x4 more comparing to 2017.Tableau has continue

to increase it's ranking since 2017, however recently the

ranking dropped although the difference is not that

significant. You can see Qlikview job demand has

dropped and already has quite a lot ranking.

This indicates that quite a few companies

started with QlikView and Tableau, because Power BI

either didn't exist at the time of the decision or didn't

have all features needed, however the companies also

use Power BI and it's hard to quantify, but I suspect

quite a few of these companies plan to use Power BI

only in the future.

It's hard to quantify the impact of it, however we

do know it's 50% of jobs that use a combination of tools,

so the impact over the next several years is likely to be

quite significant. This data indicates to me that there is

not a great job outlook for either Tableau or Qlikview as

when times goes on and companies complete migration

projects, the demand will simply drop as more

companies will be Power BI only.

This may take a longer while as from my

experience companies are still waiting for more features

to be added to Power BI so they can replace Tableau

and Qlikview with confidence that almost all features

are available in Power BI

Why you should Learn Power BI

https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg


Power BI Vs. Other BI Tool in Market (Overview) 

https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg
https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg


Power BI Vs. Other BI Tool in Market (Engagement) 

https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg
https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg


Power BI Vs. Other BI Tool in Market (Features)

https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg
https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg


Power BI Vs. Other BI Tool in Market (Popularity)

https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg
https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg


Power BI Vs. Other BI Tool in Market (Gartner-Analysis)

https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg
https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg


Power BI Vs. Other BI Tool in Market (Detailed Report)

https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg
https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg


Download Detailed Report

The demand for BI (Business Intelligence) and Decision Making will not dip in the near future. Definitely, no other BI tool is going to overcome Power BI’s dominance
in the next ten years. Also, Power BI is easy to use and excellent for data visualization. Moreover, the product is a Microsoft product. Microsoft is already global
leaders. Integration with Power BI is not only essential but also it augurs well for its users as the brand ensures it is here to stay with adding features every week at a
random pace.

https://stmarysstclairorg-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/fh8349_office-365_works/ESlWsFigg_RAhbLWSBexO9MBnAFormuKPAgYQ8kGEAo2oQ?e=zwgMS0
https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg
https://youtu.be/csmg8PIE-dg
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Your way of teaching is outstanding, every query is solved clearly,

be the student asks one time or multiple times the same question.

The recordings still helps me to revise my concepts any time I need.

And above all whenever I get stuck in my work, the first thought

which comes to my mind is Only Prince Sir can help me in this. You

make the classes interactive by using daily life scenarios and

practical examples. Also, you never think of just completing the

course and get rid off, like many similar institutes

do. Your examples and assignments are very much similar to what

is done in industry. At last I just want to conclude that you are not

just a good trainer but a guide and a very nice human being

Student’s View

Your coaching services are not just up to mark but way above my
expectations. The study material and daily class videos helped me a lot in
my learning. Making things understand easily with real life scenarios and
practical examples along with your guidance are the things which make
your coaching institute very different from other such institutes. You are
always there to help all your students whenever they need any help. In
fact you go extra mile to help them. One last thing would like to say is that
more than a good trainer you are very good human being and that is what
makes you and your efforts towards us successful. Now it is our turn to
make you proud by showcasing our talent at our work place and by
making a good career in analytics field.

I am extremely thankful to have such a supportive cooperative trainer like
you with whom I’ve learned so much each day and am improving all the
time. The one thing I found very useful is that everything we talked about,
we practiced. This opened my mind and gave me a good experience. I
think this is a life changing program that will help many people. I learned
countless things from you and had a fun time, and stored many things in
my long term memory. The quality of training were excellent The best
thing that I liked about your training was live class room videos through
which we can never forget even after completion of course.
Definitely Prince you are always there to help in our day to day life
official queries.

I am really confused how to start as I have a lot to say but I can't express
it in words. I want to thank you to became excellent trainer for me. Your
way of teaching had provided In depth and extensive knowledge. Your
excellent teaching skills and courteous personality has helped me
tremendously through my journey to learn Analytics. Without your help
and direction it was impossible. The best thing about your institute is to
provide real time scenario and relevant examples. You always ready to
resolve out issues/ doubts related previous class. Doesn't matter how
much time it take. You rock and there is no comparison for your teaching.
It's perfect and excellent.`

The best thing is the Video recording of live class, it helps us to regain
whatever is missed due to absence. I have not analysed other institutes
however as per my observation, the emphasis on every small and big
scenario along with the individual attention, makes it different. Have got
some assistance from friends however realized that certain basic things
were also not clear which I’ve learned now. Aspiring new knowledge and
understanding the concept is in itself an achievement and helps in career
improvement. Though in batch, still an individual attention is given and
every concept is dealt with examples and demonstrations. Thank You
Prince, the way you are educating professionals and further helping in
career enhancement is great!!

Prince sir really you are Rock, Perfect and Real teacher who is well known
with students as well as industry requirement very well which is very
helpful to all of us for successful career. Best thing which helped me a lot
in my learning. Live example and class's video recording is a unique way
to tech in your institute is best, which will always helpful to me for my
future growth. Your this type of teaching methodology differ you from
other institute. You are great sir. I would like to say Thank you very much
Prince Sir.
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